
DECISION MAKING DEVELOPING YOUR PHILOSOPHY OF

You have been faced with making a decision to begin reading the outcome of your decision will affect you . tablished
philosophies, the curriculum develop-.

Whereas with most leadership styles the relationship between leader and follower can be described as
transactional, a transformational leader's primary interest is to help followers reach their fullest potential
Burns, ; Northouse,  It helps you determine the guiding principles, behaviours and actions you want to put at
the heart of your leadership. As with core belief or philosophy of education, a leader can reap the benefits of
sharing his or her leadership philosophy with others in the organization. As a result, many of us become our
own worst subject. Which should a leader do? People will know what your values are, they understand your
approach to teamwork and thus they feel more comfortable because you follow these well-defined patterns of
behavior. A right versus right decision is one where the options are of equal benefit to opposing sides; yet,
once a decision is made, one side will not be pleased with what is viewed as an unfavorable outcome. You
could look at these questions each week or every month. These sentences refer to the attitudes you want to
foster in the workplace; the example you want to set with your own attitude. For the paradigm truth versus
loyalty, one identifies truth as a set of facts or the reality of a situation; whereas, loyalty is display of
allegiance or commitment to someone, something, or an organization. However, regardless of the chosen
leadership style, a college leader must be mindful of the role ethics plays within the practice of leadership.
That is, knowing what it is that one values and the principles of one's leadership style is essential to the
foundation of an organizational leader. The different components included create a strong basis on which to
build on and take your leadership forward. The behaviors should reflect your leadership philosophy and
highlight the core ideas in action. The intense scrutiny of journal writing can enable us to make refinements in
our philosophy that are truly life-changing. Second, how widely core beliefs and a leadership philosophy are
known by others in the organization correlates to some degree how the organization responds to tough
decisions. Build your philosophy. Biography Steven R. Aiming for clarity will guarantee you truly understand
what you are looking for with your philosophy and this will guarantee you are focused on your intentions. For
example, consider the decision to raise tuition as way to generate additional revenue to offset program costs
and to fund a salary increase for employees. Observe and listen. Even exaggerations can be dishonest. A
situational leader will employ a variety of techniques and may invoke other leadership styles to achieve the
objective by constantly assessing the situation and adjusting accordingly Northouse,  Articulating beliefs to
others has key benefits. Study from people who do well.


